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LUXURY YACHT CHARTER in South Florida
 Yacht Parties & Corporate Events


    BOOK NOW     >  





  




WHO WE ARE


Charter One Yachts has been helping guests celebrate life’s most momentous occasions since 1999. Make your next event a truly unforgettable experience onboard a classic luxury yacht rental. Weddings, Corporate Events, Birthdays, Office Outings, and other special occasions are celebrated in style cruising the beautiful Intracoastal South Florida waterway between Miami and Palm Beach as your crew and private chef take care of all the details.





SOCIAL
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 Step aboard one of our luxury charter yachts and you won’t just set sail … you’ll be moved.
  SEE MORE > 






CORPORATE
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 From off-site dinners to award ceremonies, we have hosted a variety of corporate functions for decades.
  SEE MORE > 






WEDDING
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 Specializing in creating unforgettable memories on board.
  SEE MORE > 
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 Chelsea Tulley



 I organized a short 3h charter for a corporate group with the help of Isabella from Charter One. Everything was smooth and easy - from selecting options to ensuring we were prepped before the trip. Day of, everything was great - service was perfect, the yacht was even better than expected. I would definitely recommend using Charter One.
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 If you are looking for a one stop shop- this is the cruise to take! Isabella is great and has a great attention to detail and very responsive in her communication. This was a corporate lunch cruise that we took on Charter One Yachts. We had 35 people and the space on the yacht was spacious and you never felt crowded at all. The crew had excellent hospitality service and was really attentive to detail. The food was so fresh and delicious. You will not be disappointed booking a trip on Charter One Yachts.
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 Angelica Rufin



 Great staff, food, and experience. Had the opportunity to book a special evening for my company with Charter One Yachts, and the dinner cruise was everything and more. Thank you Charter One team.
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 Sandy Hyland



 I recently had a corporate event with customers and got a chance to work with the Charter One Yachts team.  I've had the pleasure of working with the front office to crew members onboard the yacht.Pre-event, with the little time I had to put together the event, the COY team promptly responded to my inquiries and checked in with me for the items I owed them.  I've had some substitution requests for the menu and they were very accommodating to our needs.During the event, first, we were greeted by the friendly crew, then the evening continued with excellent service.  The guests commented how accommodating the crew members are, not just during the dinner service, but throughout the entire experience.I would definitely work with them again!
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 Nicole La Poche



 Recently held an 80th birthday party for my dad aboard the Summer Wind and everything turned out perfectly. Isabella was a pleasure to work with. Super responsive and helpful and open to anything we wanted.  I was very impressed with the food and The crew were amazing. Everyone made it their mission to make sure we had a great time and we did!! Would definitely plan another party with Charter One.
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 Beautiful ship! We hosted our company party this year on Charter One yachts and I was blown away to say the least! The ship was beautiful and the crew members were all highly trained professionals who are passionate about their work and are dedicated to making your experience unforgettable. They are knowledgeable about the local area and can provide valuable insights into the best places to visit and the most scenic routes to take. Charter One Yachts is also very accommodating to special requests, whether it's a specific type of cuisine, custom decorations, or even a special itinerary. They work closely with their clients to ensure that every detail is taken care of and that their expectations are exceeded.
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 Just had a birthday party for 41 people on Saturday on the Yacht Summerwind. Isabella was very a accommodating and easy to work with.
. I was  more than delighted at the condition of the boat, the appetizers and delicious food served and most of all the attentive personnel/ servers. It was a first class experience from start to finish. I would not hesitate to use them again in the future.
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 We hosted our 2022 Holiday party with Charter One Yachts, which included a wonderful buffet, a DJ and dancing.   The crew was amazing at delivering excellence in service, timing everything with such precision a well as meeting the needs of all the passengers.  The DJ provided the perfect balance to end the night with so much fun, laughter and dancing.   A good time was had by all.  Thank you, Charter One for delivering!
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 The BEST experience! Incredible food, well-maintained boat, and the most amazing crew.
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 Stacey Makin



 Beautiful Yachts! Great service! Will definitely book with them again.
 





 Google rating score: 5.0 of 5, based on 12 reviews









Luxury Dinner Yacht Charter for Parties & Other Events in South Florida





Step aboard our fleet of luxury yachts charter in Florida and you won’t just set sail … you’ll be moved. Perfect for Yacht Weddings, Client Entertaining, Special or Corporate Events, Tour the city and more – Charter One Yachts Rental offers the ideal settings to create unforgettable memories. Our yacht rental services provide a total entertainment experience that only a luxury cruising vessel can provide. We are dedicated to providing each and every client with a unique and distinct service that exceeds their expectations.





WHY OWN ONE


WHEN YOU CAN


CHARTER ONE
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THE SUMMER WIND


   FULL SPECS >  





 














































   VIEW GALLERY  








Any Questions About Yacht Charter prices?


Get In Touch With Charter One


  

Usually responds within 24 hours.





CHARTER ONE





 

  

  

  

 







  




REQUEST 
 A PROPOSAL


Perfect for groups of 15 to 50, Charter One can help you find the perfect option for your next occasion.


   REQUEST NOW >  












Our Unique Top Yacht Charter Florida Services
Charter One is a leading yacht rental service that specializes in creating unforgettable experiences for a variety of occasions. Whether you’re planning a bachelorette party, corporate event, bachelor party, birthday celebration, engagement party, or marriage proposal, Charter One has you covered.  Charter One offers flexible packages tailored to your specific needs. With their attention to detail and commitment to excellence, Charter One is the go-to choice for those seeking a truly extraordinary and unique celebration on the water.




Start Your Yacht Charter Florida Experience with Us:
	Miami Dinner Cruise Party for 50 People
	Yacht Charter Corporate Events Fort Lauderdale
	Dinner Cruise in Fort Lauderdale for 50 People
	Yacht Marriage Proposal Packages
	Hollywood Dinner Cruise Yacht Charter
	Best Yacht Birthday Party Near Fort Lauderdale
	Dinner Cruise for 40 People Near Me
	Dinner Cruise Fort Lauderdale
	Dinner Cruise Miami
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   REQUEST AN EVENT WITH US   
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